The proximity of query terms in a document is a very important information to enable ranking models go beyond the "bag of word" assumption in information retrieval. This paper studies the integration of term proximity information into the unigram language modeling. A new proximity language model (PLM) is proposed which views query terms' proximity centrality as the Dirichlet hyper-parameter that weights the parameters of the unigram document language model. Several forms of proximity measure are developed to be used in PLM which could compute a query term's proximate centrality in a specific document. In experiments, the proximity language model is compared with the basic language model and previous works that combine the proximity information with language model using linear score combination. The experiment results show that the proposed model performs better in both top precision and average precision.
INTRODUCTION
A key task in information retrieval is to rank a collection of documents according to their respective relevance to a user query. Probabilistic models have been successfully applied in document ranking, such as the traditional probabilistic model [23, 13, 24] and stochastic language model [21, 15, 29] etc. By assuming full independence between terms, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. those models represent query and documents as bag of words and mainly exploit statistics such as term frequency, inverse document frequency and document length in ranking. One shortcoming of those traditional ranking models lies in that they don't consider the proximity of the query terms within a document.
Proximity represents the closeness or compactness of the query terms appearing in a document. The underlying intuition is that the more compact the terms, the more likely that they are topically related, and thus the more possible the document is relevant to the concept represented in the user query. Proximity can be seen as a kind of indirect measure of term dependence. [2] shows that term proximity has a strong influence on the dependence between terms.
Several works have been done towards incorporating proximity factor into existing ranking functions [22, 3, 27, 1] . Those works show that a properly devised proximity measure can improve the effectiveness of probabilistic ranking functions. However, there are two main shortcomings in previous works. One is that the underlying proximity structure of the individual query terms is not exploited. As investigated in [27] , two kinds of proximity mechanisms could be distinguished in those approaches, span-based and pairbased. The span-based method rewards a document according to the text span of the overall query terms and doesn't consider the internal structure of those terms. The pairbased method represents a document's proximity score directly via pair-wise term distance and also doesn't take into account the individual term proximity structure. Another weakness of previous works lies in that the proximity factor is combined with probabilistic models in a very intuitive way. Most works just linearly combine a document's overall proximity score externally with relevance score computed by traditional ranking functions at the document level.
Language modeling has become a very promising direction for information retrieval because of its solid theoretical background as well as its empirical good performance. In this paper, we try to integrate term proximity into the unigram language modeling approach. We model the individual query term's proximate centrality as Dirichlet hyperparameter that weights the corresponding term emission parameter of the multinomial document language model. Thus, we attain an integral ranking formula that effectively boosts the score contribution from terms when the term is proximate to other query terms. This term level incorporation of proximity is mathematically grounded. Further, it performs empirically better than previous intuitive combination of proximity at document level.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the most related works in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the proximity integrated language model. Then,in Section 4, we study several different ways of measuring a query term's proximate centrality. We report the experimental result in Section 5 and finally in Section 6, we conclude our work.
RELATED WORKS

Dependency Modeling
Many efforts have been made to directly incorporate term dependency into probabilistic modeling against the unintuitive "bag of word" assumption. In early attempts, [6, 28] try to incorporate term dependence over Binary Independence Model (BIM). However, those models don't achieve stable improvement over BIM as expected and are rarely used in practice. The reason may lie in that independence assumption in BIM could actually be replaced by a weaker linked dependence assumption [5] .
Recently, along with the booming of language modeling in information retrieval, several works are done to integrate term dependence into the language model. [25, 17] propose general language models that combine bigram language model with unigram language model and thus can consider ordered adjacent dependence. [26] introduces biterm language model that also takes into account dependency between unordered adjacent word pairs. [10, 19] put forward dependency language models that consider the relation between terms existed in a dependency tree. [16] advances an exponential language model that allows the consideration of dependency in every subset of query terms. All those works report improvement over the unigram independence language model. However, the main problem of those dependency models lies in that the parameter space becomes very large by direct dependency consideration. This will make the parameter estimation much more difficult to compute and sensitive to data sparse and noise. Those risks may counteract the relatively small benefits one could obtain from direct dependency modeling.
Phrase Indexing
Another stream of works tries to incorporate bigger unit than word such as phrase or loose phrase in text representation. In such a way, dependence between words can be captured indirectly. [8, 7] test the method of incorporating syntactic and statistical phrases in text indexing. It is shown that statistic phrases perform better than syntactic phrases. However, the improvement of using phrases is not consistent. For several collections, significant improvements in effectiveness are achieved while for other collections, marginal or negative improvements are attained. [18] re-examines the use of phrases for indexing and retrieval. In extracting statistical phrases, all pairs of non-function words that occur contiguously in a number of documents are regarded as phrases. And those phrases are viewed as indexing unit just like simple words. It concludes that the use of phrases do not have a major effect on precision at high ranks if a good basic ranking scheme is used.
As pointed out by [10] , the reason for the ineffectiveness of phrase indexing may lie in the following two aspects. First, phrases are different in nature from words, so it may not be appropriate to apply the same weighting schemes for both of them. Second, phrases are likely to be systematically over-scored in the independent model.
Proximity Modeling
Proximity modeling can be thought of as another indirect way to capture term dependence. In some early works, [11, 14, 4] propose similar proximity models that measure a document's proximity score by the span and density of query terms. The shorter the text span that contains all the query terms, the more relevant the document. Also, the more span instances of query terms in a document, the more relevant the document. However, the above works don't incorporate the proximity measure with an effective probabilistic ranking model.
Recently, several works try to incorporate proximity factor into probabilistic ranking functions. [22, 3] extend BM25 ranking formula [24] with a term-proximity scoring part. The proximity part is a span-based measure that scores every query term pair occurring in a text segment covering all the query terms in analogous form as simple words. The ranking score of the document is the linear combination of the BM25 ranking score with the proximity score. The result shows improvement for top precision, with marginal impact on the average precision.
[27] investigates the span-based measures and also propose several pair-based proximity measures that model proximity in terms of the pair-wise local distance between terms. [27] tries to combine the proximity factor with both BM25 ranking model and the KL divergence language model [15] . The integration of proximity factor is also in an external score combination form as:
In which, KL(q, d) is ranking score attained by KL, and δ(q, d) is a proximity distance measure of the document d with respect to query q. Although in such a simple way, [27] shows that by combining a properly proximity distance measure with the KL language model, comparative result could be attained compared to the more complicated dependence language models such as [16] .
Overall, compared to direct dependency modeling and phrase indexing, proximity modeling seems to be an economic while effective way to go beyond the "bag of word" assumption in retrieval. Our work tries to improve the previous works in proximity modeling by the following aspects. We integrate the proximity factor into the unigram language modeling approach in a more systematic and internal way that is more effective than external linear score combination.
PROXIMITY LANGUAGE MODEL
The Unigram Language Model
First, we introduce the traditional multinomial language model for information retrieval. Consider a query q and a document d l in a collection C. Let V = {w1, w2, ...,w |V | } denote the vocabulary set, then under the "bag of words" assumption, both the query and the document are represented as vectors of term counts:
where qi and d l,i is the frequency of the i th term in query q and document d l respectively. Now, let θ l =(θ l,1 ,θ l,2 ,..., θ l,|V | ) be the parameters of a multinomial generation model for d l , where θ l,i means the probability of emission of term wi in the vocabulary. Then, the probability of generating a particular query q or a document d l could be given as:
where
is the total term count in q and d l .
For each document d l , the parameters of θ l are estimated by viewing the document as the observed data. The relevance of d l to a query q is then measured by the probability of generating q by the language model estimated from d l . So, the key element is the estimation of the multinomial parameters in θ l from a given document d l . The simplest way is the maximum likelihood estimation.
To account for rare words and alleviate the data sparseness problem, various smoothing methods are usually applied to the estimation, which commonly interpolate the document estimated language model with collection estimated language models [29] .
Integration with Proximity Information
Now, we discuss how to integrate the proximity information of query terms in the document into the unigram language model. In forming a query, a user wants to use several terms to jointly express a specific concept. Term proximity information expresses the closeness of query terms appeared in a document. The more adjacent terms appear in a document, the more possible that those terms are topically related and functions together to express the concept underlying the user query. So, given two document da and d b , supposing all others being equal while the query terms of q appears more proximate in da than in d b , we believe that da should be more relevant to the query than d b . In other words, ifθa andθ b represent the language model estimated from da and d b respectively, we believe that the probability that q is generated fromθa should be higher thanθ b . To achieve the above expectation, we view the proximity centrality score of a query term wi as the weight on the term's emission probability θ l,i . That is, the estimates for different term's emission probability should be related and proportional to each other according to each term's proximity centrality score. Here, a query term's proximity centrality means a term's proximity relative to all other query terms in a document which is defined in Section 4. By Bayesian analysis. we could express our knowledge or belief on the uncertainty of the parameters by some prior distribution on it. The conjugate of the distribution where the parameters come from is usually exploited to express the prior belief. The natural conjugate of multinomial distribution is Dirichlet distribution.
Specifically, supposing that B is a proximity centrality computing model and P roxB(wi) be the computed proximity centrality of term wi, we use a Dirichlet prior [9] on θ l
where ui = λP roxB(wi), and Zu =
which doesn't depend on the parameter θ l . Dirichlet is the distribution for probabilities. By using the Dirichlet prior, we express our belief that the estimated probability of the matching words in a document should be correlated in a way that reflects the proximity structure of the terms. Then, given the document d l and the proximity computing model, we could get the posterior estimation of θ l as:
By the property of natural conjugate distributions, the above equation is also a Dirichlet distribution as
The prior distribution reflects our prior beliefs about the weight of θ l , while the posterior distribution of θ l reflects the updated beliefs about θ l posterior to observing the frequency information of the data d l . In other words, the posterior distribution is centered at a point that represents a compromise between the prior belief and the data. Given the posterior distribution, the estimation of the word emission probability can then be noted as:
In empirical Bayesian analysis, the hyper-parameters u in Dirichlet prior can still be estimated from the data although it conflicts with the intuitive meaning of "prior". Specifically, for each document d l , a corresponding proximity centrality model B l will be computed from d l with respect to the given query according to specified measures introduced in Section 4. Such a B l is used in equation (7) to compute the word emission probability. In this way, we can see that the proximity information in a document is integrated into the estimated unigram document language model. In the above estimated document model, the proximity information could be seen as transformed to word count information which is the primary object that unigram language model has the ability to model. From another point of view, we could consider that the "bag of word" representation of document d l is transformed to a pseudo "bag of word" document representation dB l given the document's proximity model B l with respect to a query q. In dB l , the matching term's frequency is transformed from d l,i to d l,i +λP roxB(wi), and the total document length is changed from n l to n l + P |V | i=1 λP roxB(wi). Then, the problem of ranking d l for a query q is changed to ranking dB l . On such ground, any "bag of word" based language model, e.g. the query likelihood model or the KL divergence model [15] , could work on dB l and thus integrate the proximity information in the document in an internal way. Now, we give the proximity integrated ranking function in the KL divergence language modeling framework. We further smooth the proximity integrated language model by a collection language model p(·|C) to account for unseen words in the document as in [29] . Specifically, the collection-based Dirichlet prior (μp(w1|C), μ p(w1|C), ..., μp(wi|C) ) is applied for smoothing. We can get the smoothed proximity integrated estimation:
Then, the ranking function could be stated as:
By further deduction following standard smoothing scheme, it can be shown the above scoring formula is essentially:
ps(wi|d
In the above formation, note that the proximity factor mainly functions to adjust the parameters for seen matching terms with respect to a query in a document. It is conceptually very different from the collection based priors used for smoothing which is motivated to weight the unseen words in the document.
TERM PROXIMITY MEASURE
A key notion in the above proximity language model is a term's proximate centrality P roxB(wi). It represents a term's importance in forming the overall proximity structure in a specific document relative to a given query. For non-query terms, we assume they have a constant score of zero. For a query term, its proximate centrality should be computed according to a proximity measure that reflects the term's closeness to other query term's in the same document. However,most previous woks in proximity modeling compute a document's overall proximity score for a query. There is no well-established proximity measure for computing the proximate centrality or proximity score for a specific individual term. In this section, we develop several measures that could give such term specific centrality score.
Measuring Proximity via Pair Distance
An intuitive idea to represent a term's proximity is by measuring its distance to other query terms in the document. A short distance to other terms means that the term is in a high proximate area and should be assigned a high proximity score. There are two key points to implement such an idea. The first is how to define a term's distance to other terms in a document. The second is how to devise a proper non-linear function to map such a distance to the proximity score of the term.
First, we define the distance between any pair of terms in a document. It could be measured through their occurring positions in the document. The main difficulty lies in that both terms may have many occurrences in the document.
Let Q = {Q1, Q2, ..., Qm} be the set of different query terms in a query, OQ i = {oi 1 , oi 2 , ..., oi n } be the set of word occurrence positions of the word Qi in document D. We use Dis(x, y; D) to denote the pairwise distance between any two terms or two term occurrences in D. Following [27] , the pairwise term distance is represented as the distance between the closest occurrring positions of the two terms in the document.
Dis(Qi, Qj; D)
MIN DIS = mino i k
in which, |D| is the length of document D and |OQ i | is the number of occurrences of query term Qi in D. Note that the pair distance measure is symmetric which means
Dis(Qi, Qj; D) = Dis(Qj , Qi; D).
Having the pair-wise distance measure in hand, now we define the function needed to transform the distance into pair-wise term proximity. The transformation function plays a very important role in setting the scale of proportional ratio between proximity score of different matching terms. The following exponential form is used and tested, of which data is the input distance score and para is the parameter to control the scale of the transformed score. (15) Then, the pair-wise term proximity could be noted as:
Computation of Term's Proximate Centrality
Based on the above devices, we are ready to define the term proximity centrality measures we need. We propose and test on the following term proximity centrality measures.
Term Proximity based on Minimum Distance
In this measure, the proximity score of a query term is obtained by applying the proximity transformation function to the term's minimum pair distance with other terms. Such a measure is noted as P MinDist:
where f is the nonlinear monotonic function defined in equation (15) .
Term Proximity based on Average Distance
Instead of relying on the minimum distance, this measure uses the term's average pair distance with other terms to model the term's proximate status. It is noted as P AveDist:
of which, n is the number of unique query terms appeared in D.
Term Proximity Summed over Pair Proximity
This measure models a term's proximity as the summation over all the pair-wise proximity the term involved. It is 
) P SumP rox first transforms each pair distance to the pair proximity score by non-linear function and then sum over all the pair-wise proximity scores.
We illustrate the features of the above term proximity measures using a simple example. Supposing there are 4 matching terms A, B, C and D, the pair-wise distances between them are illustrated in Fig.1 . Now supposing that the proximity transformation function used is f = 1.5
−dist , Table 1 illustrates the proximity centrality score computed by the three different term proximity measures.
EXPERIMENTS
Data Set and Experimental Setup
We evaluate our model described in previous sections using the following TREC data sets: the popular ad hoc collection AP88 (Associated Press News, 1988), WSJ90-92(Wall Street Journal 1990-92) and WSJ87-92(Wall Street Journal, 1987-92) plus OHSUMED (MedLine Database Abstract, 1987-1991) collection [12] used in TREC-9 filtering track. The statistics of the collections are illustrated in Table 2 . While the three ad hoc TREC collections and queries contain polymorphic documents and topics from different domains, the OHSUMED collection is more monomorphic which could be seen as documents from a speific technical domain (medicine). To evaluate the impact of different queries on similar collections, two different TREC topic set, TOPIC 251-300 and TOPIC 151-200 are used for the two overlapping WSJ document collections of different size. For TREC ad hoc topics, only the title field of the topic is used. For OHSUMED topics, only the description field is used. The OHSUMED query is more verbose than other TREC topics in nature. The relevance assessments for the OHSUMED collection were made by medical librarians and physicians based on the results of interactive searches which are graded as definitely or possibly relevant. We make no distinction between definitely and possibly relevant documents in our test. AP88  79919  488 TOPIC251-300  1672  WSJ90-92  74520  514 TOPIC251-300  1064  WSJ87-92  173252 473 TOPIC151-200  3913  OHSUMED 348566 129 Ohsumed topic  3875 All the experiments in this paper are done using Lemur toolkit [20] . All the documents and queries in the above collections are tokenized with a naive tokenizer which views all symbols other than English characters as delimiters. Stemming is applied by using Porter's algorithm. No stop word removing is done at the index time. Instead, a very small stop word list 1 is used for eliminating the most frequent stop words at query time.
Both top precision and average precision are used to evaluate the experiment result. Specifically, we use evaluation metric Pr@5, Pr@10 and MAP which are precision at top 5 documents, precision at top 10 documents and mean average precision respectively.
Baseline Models
We compare the performance of the proximity integrated language model (noted as PLM) with the basic KL divergence langauge model (noted as LM) and the work for incorporating proximity with langauge model in [27] (noted as LLM). [27] combines the proximity score of the document with relevance score of the language model by external linear combination at the document level as shown in equation (1) in Section 2. In our implementation, the minimum pair distance measure is used for the document's proximity distance δ(Q, D) which achieves the best performance as shown in [27] . However, such a simple combination doesn't consider the scale and the weight of the proximity score and relevant score, and thus is sensitive to the surface form of the formula for the language model. For example, comparing the following two deduction forms for the KL langauge model:
Although they are equivalent for ranking, it will be very different when combines directly with a proximity score because of the different scale of the score. We strictly following [27] by using equation (21) as the KL ranking formula in spite of that equation (20) is the more common one.
Parameter Setting
There are several parameters need to be set in those models. In LM, the most important parameter is the prior collection sample size μ. It is set to 2000 across all the experiments [29] . Such a parameter is also used in LLM and PLM without any further optimization.
In LLM, there is a parameter γ involved in the proximity model as shown in equation (1) in Section 2. We set it by optimizing the performance on the respective test collections In PLM, the most two important parameters are λ and para. Parameter λ is the proximity argument for the proximity information as in equation (7) of Section 3. It controls the proportional weight of prior proximity factor relative to the observed word count information in a document. The other parameter para is the exponential weight of proximity transition function in equation (15) of Section 4. It controls the numeric scale of different terms' proximity score. In other words, it controls the proportional ratio of proximity score between different query terms in a document. Currently, we set those two parameters by maximizing the empirical performance on the collections through exhaustive searches in the following parameter space.
We are investigating a more efficient approach such as leaveone-out and will include this in our future work.
In Figure 2 , we report the parameter sensitivity of PLM on the test collections when using P MinDist as the measure of term proximity centrality (Note, the optimal parameter setting for using P AveDist and P SumP rox are a little different from P MinDist). We can see that except for the case of WSJ90-92, the best performance is achieved when the proximity argument λ is set to about 6. Also, The best λ value is relatively insensitive to different para value in the term proximity measure. However, the exponential weight para which controls the proportional ratio between different terms does have some influence on the ranking performance. For the three ad hoc collections, a relatively bigger value of para of about 1.7 is preferred. While for the very different OHSUMED collection, a smaller value is better. Table 3 shows the best overall performance achievable by different ranking models. In the table, notation like PLM (P MinDist) means PLM model which uses P MinDist as the term proximity measure.
Performance Comparison
First, we compare the performance of PLM when applying different term proximity centrality measures. (*) marks the Wilcoxon significance at 0.05 compared with the basic LM. Overall, P SumP rox and P MinDist performs much better than P AveDist. Also, P SumP rox performs a little better than P MinDist, but they are comparable. Please note that the performance reported in Table 3 is when stop words are eliminated from the query as explained in Section 5.1. Things will be a little different when no stop word removing is done. We report the performance in such a case in Section 5.5.
Next, we compare our proximity integrated model PLM with LM and the model that uses external linear score combination (LLM) as described in Section 5.2. LLM improves the basic language model in the three ad hoc collections but failed for OHSUMED collection which has more verbose topics. It actually does some harm to LM. PLM performs much better than the basic language model as well as LLM in terms of both top precision and average precision. PLM performs very well on verbose topics of OHSUMED.
Comparing with the baseline models, the main power of the proximity integrated language model comes from the following aspect. In external linear score combination approach, the combination of proximity score with the relevant score is done in a post-processing manner while in PLM the proximity factor is integrated in a pre-processing manner. For external score combination, the relevant score and proximity score of a document are computed separately for a document. The nature of the two resulted score is totally different and thus could only be combined in a very intuitive way. Most importantly, by using the proximity score at an external document level, the proximity information provided by different terms are mixed and the overall proximity information contained in a document is decreased. On the contrary, in PLM, the proximity information is combined with other document statistics such as term frequency in a distributed way. The proximity information provided by each query term makes its own effort to the matching weight.
The Influence of Stop Word in Query
As we all know, stop word removing does much help in IR. However, in many practical cases, it is desirable not to remove stop words at all. A good ranking function should also perform well when stop words are considered in the user query. Stop words may have a big influence for proximity modeling. This is because a stop word usually has many occurrences in a document, resulting in a great chance to be proximate with other words in the document. It may make the proximity mechanism at risk to loose its effect. So, for proximity modeling, it is very important to test whether the models could resist to the influence of stop words.
We extract all the queries from TOPIC251-300 that contain at least one word in the used stop word list. This results in totally 23 queries. Then, we test different ranking models on AP88 and WSJ90-92 collection for those queries. Note, it is meant that we don't use any stop word list in either indexing or retrieval phase in this test. Table 4 shows the performance of various ranking models on the stop word containing queries. From it, we can see that LLM approach fails when stop words are considered in the query. It does harm to the performance of the basic language model on both collections. In such a case, PLM can still improve on the basic language model in some degree.
Comparing different term proximity measures in PLM, the improvement ratio of P MinDist on LM drops in some degree. P SumP rox now performs much more better than it. The problem for P MinDist lies in that if there is a stopword like term in the query, say "of", this word may occur very proximate with each content word in the query due to its high occurring frequency. Thus, it will make some query term have a false big proximity score in some cases. Overall, P SumP rox is a good choice for using in PLM, which performs well on improving the basic language model irrelevant of whether stop word removing is used.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have developed a novel way to integrate proximity factor into the unigram language modeling for information retrieval, which views query terms' proximate centrality as Dirichlet hyper-parameters to weight the parameters of the multinomial document language models. This integration method has solid mathematical foundation and shows empirical better performance than previous works. Most importantly, besides simple keyword query, this model also performs well in verbose query and stop word containing query.
However, there is still much work to be done in the future. First, as we mentioned in Section 5.3, we should develop a more efficient way to set the parameters of the PLM model instead of using exhaustive search. Second, in developing PLM, we don't make any effort to normalize different query terms' proximity centrality score. It will be very helpful to study how to normalize it to a given scale or even to probability, and see the effect on ranking result as well as parameter tuning. Finally, it will be very interesting to study how to combine the proximity information with other document information such as prior document strength to further improve the effectiveness of language modeling.
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